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Background: Defining our total market.

BACkGROuNd: Defining oUr
total market.
The NEOS straddles three markets: The vertical
tablet market, the consumer tablet-inspired
portable desktop (CTIPD) market, and the
consumer tablet market. While it does not neatly
fit into either of these three markets, it has the
potential to occupy its own unique niche in
between them, while taking by far the highest
share in the vertical tablet market.

THE vERTICAL TABLET
MARkET
1

The vertical tablet market is businesses of all
kind starting to adapt to and utilize tablets. It can
be a restaurant installing a NEOS as a point-ofsale system, a tutoring company using NEOS’
to improve student engagement, or a company
equipping a conference room with a NEOS for
communication.
This market has the most potential for NEOS. For
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one, it is one of the fastest growing segments of
the tablet market with a predicted 10% increase
from 2013-2017. Specifically, it is predicted to
drive North American growth since the consumer
market is already highly saturated. A number of
large companies such as Barclay’s Bank, British
Airways, and American Airlines are already
starting to integrate tablets into their organizations.
However, the NEOS would be a tough sell to the
majority of these businesses. Yet there is a subsegment of this market which we consider to be
high-propensity purchasers. These are businesses
that are:
• OS-agnostic
• White box-agnostic
• Price sensitive
• Unaware of current market trends.
We predict that by 2017, 18.9 million tablets will be
shipped to businesses in this sub-segment. That is
the population that NEOS must target.
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The NEOS can be used in a number of different verticals, from providing point-of-sale capability to small
businesses, to enhancing company communication, to education.
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Background: Defining our total market.

Segmented neos market from the vertical tablet market

For this audience, the NEOS can look more attractive than another tablet due to superior, targeted branding, a built-in stand and a wider screen. Marketing directly to each vertical by creating verticalspecific web-pages, articles, events, etc. will result in quick market penetration. This market is growing fast and tablet giants like Apple and Samsung are not agile enough to penetrate it.
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Millions of Tablets
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Background: Defining our total market.

CONSUMER TABLETINSPIRED PORTABLE DESKTOP
(CTIPD) MARKET
2

Tablet Inspired Desktops Shipped

2016

The second most attractive market is the CTIPD
market. It has less than half of the revenue
potential of the vertical tablet market. CTIPDs are
essentially large tablets, which can be mounted,
and have most of the computing power of a regular
desktop.
The CTIPD market is the opportunity to sell to
people who want a portable desktop, such as the
Dell XPS 18 or Sony VAIO. Consumers are a more
likely audience since vertical markets will require
computing power that the NEOS does not have.
Since the idea of portable desktops is not fully
disseminated yet, the NEOS can enter this market
and take some share. The NEOS has a slim cost
advantage of around $200 (a good CTIPD is at
least $899) and the general market inclination
is towards tablets rather than PCs (by 2023, the
tablet to PC ratio will be 9 to 1 and NEOS is more
like a tablet than a portable PC).
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Persuadable

2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
THE DELL XPS18: a tablet-inspired portable desktop. 18.4 inch tablet. $899. Long battery-life. 5 pounds. Computing power
comparable to PC.

We have segmented a small portion of the CTIPD
market that is most likely to purchase a NEOS. To
the right (see graph) are the people who will buy a

CTIPD segmented by the population which is most
easily persuaded to by a NEOS.
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3

CONSUMER TABLET MARKET

The consumer tablet market is the least attractive
of the three potential markets. However, NEOS
will still be able to take a small portion of the
consumer tablet market with the correct branding.
If appropriately marketed to, individuals who are
Android-preferent, size-agnostic, and portabilityagnostic, will purchase the tablet. This market is
relatively small and will top out at 700,000 highpropensity potential customers by 2015. Below
is a chart representing all of the segmentation
needed in this market to result in a high-propensity
customer audience. The last column, portability
agnostic, shows the final audience that is highestpropensity.

While the NEOS does
not compare well to
other tablets which are
better and cheaper, it
can still siphon away
a tiny portion of the
consumer tablet market
share.
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Background: Defining our total market.

Tablets Shipped
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Total market
If we add up the Vertical Tablet Market + Consumer Tablet-Inspired Portable
Desktop Market + the Consumer Tablet Market we can see our total market
size. This represents the amount of high-propensity customers we can
POTENTIALLY sell to. Clearly, it would be impossible to effectively market to
all, or even a significant portion of them.
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Target audience: 80,000, these are C-level in their
organization and will buy in bulk.
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Objectives: How many devices we can sell with this campaign.
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Objectives: How many devices we
can sell with this campaign.
We predict the following sales generated from this marketing campaign, as defined in its present scope.
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Our Target Audience: who we sell to.

OuR TARGET AudIENCE WHo We
Will Sell to.
wHO IS OuR TARGET AudIENCE? wHO IS MOST LIkELy TO Buy OuR
PROduCT? wE NOw kNOw HOw MANy INdIvIduALS ARE IN THIS
AudIENCE BuT wE NEEd TO dEfINE wHAT CHARACTERIZES THEM.
Demographically, they follow the following criteria:
• Age: 27-65
• Gender: 53% male 47% female
• Location: US and Canada
• Language preference: 88% English. 6% Spanish. 0.4% Chinese. 5.6% other.
• Income: 60K/year +
• Race: 62% White (non-Hispanic) 17% Hispanic . 13% African-American. 8%
East Asian.
• Viewing preference: 58% tablet or mobile phone. 42% PC

11
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Our Target Audience: who we sell to.

SMALL BuSINESS OwNERS/ENTREPRENEuRS:
The NEOS is perfect for small business owners.
Instead of buying a swipe terminal or using a
clumsy iPad flat on the table for a point-of-sale,
they can use a propped up NEOS with a bigger
screen. They can also be sold to on an application-specific basis; being sold a NEOS along
with an app to make part of their business more
effective.

PROfESSIONALS:
Professionals of all sort can utilize the NEOS to
modernize their office, such as equipping conference rooms with a NEOS. Again, there are many
vertical-specific applications the NEOS can be
sold with such as scheduling apps, and any
other application that would help that particular
business.

PROPERTy INvESTORS/
INTERIOR dECORATORS/
INTERIOR dESIGNERS:
The NEOS will be an appliance and a beautifying feature of a home. It can be on the counter
next to the coffee-maker or be built into a kitchen
table for the whole family to enjoy. Property investors will use it to improve the value of homes
they are selling while decorators and designers
will use it to improve the interior of a home.

EduCATION:
Tutors, parents, supplementary education services, and private institutions can use the NEOS
to teach kids in a more engaging way.

RESTAuRANTS/COffEE SHOPS:
Restaurants and coffee shops can improve their
ambiance and modernize with a NEOS, which
they will use to attract and retain more customers.

MISCELLANEOuS IN-STORE
dECOR/uSE:
Retailers, car dealerships, accountants, florists,
and any business which wishes to modernize
and accelerate, to attract and keep new customers can be outfitted with a NEOS.
General consumers: Some general consumers
will wish to purchase a NEOS instead of a tablet.

COSMETIC AudIENCES
Some audiences we want to target simply for
the branding. These audiences will not make
us much money but they will create a powerful
image of the NEOS as a movement. These are

MuSICIANS:
The amazing speakers on the NEOS get highlighted if we target electronic musicians and
DJs. These people will be de facto spokespeople.

ARTISTS:

Artists using the NEOS highlights the beautiful
visual interface of the tablet and characterizes it
as part of a movement.

13
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Branding Strategy

Branding strategy.
Now we know who the customers are but
how do we message to them? There are two
components to this: Branding and marketing.
Branding is articulating the NEOS as a set of
features, symbols and ideas that distinguish it
from any other product out there. Marketing is
then taking the brand and syndicating it to as
many targeted individuals as possible.
For NEOS, a strong brand is very important
because it is so similar to so many other
products. It is also, generally speaking, not
competitive. Thus a strong brand is essential to
its success in the market.

BRAND ASSETS
The NEOS brand should be associated with and
always convey the following:
• Radical innovation
• Facilitates entrepreneurship
• Visually stimulating
• Immersive
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• Will modernize your business
• Practical appliance

against other products in these markets. Thus
we need a unique category for it: Idea Machine)

BRAND SUMMARY

SEGMENTED TAGLINES FOR PR

The NEOS is modernizing the world. From small
business owners to executives to educators,
property investors, artists and musicians. It is an
idea machine with a powerful Android operating
system that facilitates innovation, productivity,
entrepreneurship, learning, music and the arts.
The future is now and soon a NEOS will await
your command in every office building, home,
coffee shop, restaurant and library.

TAGLINES/MONIKERS
• The Future is Now
• Idea Machine (if we place it in a single
category such as tablet or portable desktop, it
will lead to unfavorable comparisons because
the NEOS is not competitive when ranked up

• Accelerating societies
• Modernizing your business

*note: All taglines and monikers will be survey
tested.

BRAND STRENGTHS

• A fast-growing vertical tablet market which
will eagerly accept large deals to modernize
organizations.
• A fast growing tablet market with a
significant segment of persuadable
purchasers.
• Great speakers.
• Built-in stand.
• Flexibility and agility in marketing due to
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status as a new entrant in the market (Apple
and Samsung cannot easily target the
verticals we are targeting or rebrand their
websites, for example.)

BRAND CHALLENGES

• One of the only devices of its kind with no
battery life.
• One of the only devices of its kind with no
portability.
• A white box product competing with brand
name tablets and portable desktops.
• Most likely too expensive (must still be
price-tested. Another non-portable, white
box, Android tablet from Japan, called the
Kouziro FT103 had a 21.5 inch screen and a
price of $438).
• Short extension cord.
• Is likely to receive bad reviews from tech
influencers.
• Evades categorization (leading to difficulty

posting it in specific product categories,
directories etc.)

BRAND LOOK AND FEEL
The look and feel of the brand refers to any
visual messaging the company does. It should
be as follows:

Product-centric: We must always showcase the
product in various applications.
Vertical-specific: We must make separate
collateral for the various verticals we will be
targeting.

Futuristic: To articulate the modernization of
industry and advance of technology we offer,
our brand will be associated with images of the
future: Futuristic cityscapes and images of high
technology.
Apple, Samsung and other comparable sites all
opt for a minimalist look showcasing the product.
We must stand out from them. As soon as we
start to remind people of Apple and Samsung,
we lose, because our product does not measure
up to theirs.

Electric Web Marketing | Kirill Storch | kirill@electricwebmarketing.com
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Branding Strategy

Th e
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Marketing Strategy

MARkETING Strategy.
Now that we have a unique brand we need to disseminate it through marketing. We will be using the
following marketing channels:

wEBSITE

A mobile responsive website will be the anchor for disseminating the brand. We will create an
incredible website based on futuristic themes. The site will be targeted towards specific verticals.
The site must be conversion optimized with a seamless ecommerce process.

wEBSITE SITEMAP
• HOME
• THE NEOS FOR:

Professionals
Education
Entrepreneurs
Restaurants
Coffee shops
Interior designers/decorators
Property investors
Librarians
Musicians
You

• ABOUT
• CONTACT

19
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SOCIAL MEdIA:

We will focus on Facebook and LinkedIn,
as well as YouTube for video marketing
and minor social media networks as well.
We have a unique proprietary LinkedIn
marketing strategy that is highly effective
and has gotten our customers 7-figure deals.
The following is a simplified version of our
social media strategy:
1) Make a huge list of all the individuals
in the various verticals we want to target.
These will primarily be people who run an
organization.
2) Find those individuals on Facebook and
LinkedIn and add them.
3) Message them with our value proposition.

source of traffic and sales. The site will rank on
keywords such as “modernize your business,”
“tablet for business,” “tablet for work,” “portable
desktop for business,” and “portable desktop for
work.”
1) Perform keyword research to identify
which keywords we should try to rank on.
2) Perform on-page SEO (all SEO which the
webmaster has immediate control over).
3) Develop incredible content, whether it be
image, video, or text content and place it on
the site.
4) Syndicate the content, build links around
it, and realize social signals for it.
5) Test, optimize, and repeat.

INfLuENCERS:
CONTENT MARkETING/SEO:
Content marketing and SEO will be an essential

We will find key influencers to promote the
product with. These will come from a number of

Electric web Marketing | kirill Storch | kirill@electricwebmarketing.com
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verticals that we are targeting. These will be the
influencers within respective verticals as well as
app developers. App developers will be good
partners as we can take their vertical-specific
apps and use them to penetrate our target
verticals. Any vertical market penetration will be
highly app-contingent.
1) Make a huge list of every potential
influencer, whether it be a Facebook page,
YouTube channel, blog, forum, site etc.
2) Contact these individuals with an offer to
collaborate. Use best practices regarding
response probability (use male personnel

21

Marketing Strategy

on females, females on male personnel,
appropriate time of day/night, appropriate
contact method, appropriate title in
organization, etc). Attempt to persuade
them through a combination of extrinsic and
intrinsic motivation.
3) Negotiate an influencer relationship.

PuBLIC RELATIONS:
Our press pitch is “The Acceleration of
Societies” and/or “Modernization of your
Business.” We can get listed in sources such
as Inc.com and Entrepreneur.com, and many

vertical sites about how to modernize/accelerate
society and business by integrating tablet
use seamlessly into day-to-day life with new
applications. This can play off of latest research
regarding productivity, education, accountability.
Possible applications include showing how
tablets help kids do chores in the morning, make
employees stay on task, assist artists in their
creative process, assist with cooking, etc.

vERTICAL PuBLICATIONS/
TRAdE SHOwS:

with apps that help them. We can sell directly
from trade shows/expos, and publish articles in
vertical publications.

POSITIvE REvIEwS:
We have to keep the NEOS out of sight and out
of mind of the venerable tech blogs/review sites
and use our SEO resources to flood the web
with good reviews. If a venerable tech review
sites gets a hold of our product, they will create
a negative review.

Getting into vertical publications, specifically
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Section Title Goes Here
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For this campaign, the total amount of traffic is not the most important indicator of campaign success. There are only about 80,000 key customers we want to
reach so a lot of targeted marketing efforts will not be reflected in the general traffic numbers. There are many ways to get a lot of traffic which is not targeted but
we wish to source targeted traffic only.
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Section Title Goes Here

CASE STudy: WHat We can learn from SPotify’S
Spotify is a Swedish online music streaming
service that had a very successful US launch in
2011. Now they have 6 million paid subscribers
despite facing heavy competition from Apple
(iTunes) at the time of their launch. They took
almost all of their customers away from iTunes
and some from Pandora. NEOS is also facing
highly entrenched, large competitors like Apple
and Samsung and is also launching in the US for
the first time with a technology product, so we
can learn something from Spotify’s experience.
Here is what Spotify did right during their launch:

1

PRIvATE BETA:

Spotify invited only a few key influencers to try
their private beta in the US which created a huge
buzz. They gave the service to Trent Reznor,
Ashton Kutcher, Britney Spears, Talib Kweli and
other key music influencers. We can outfit specific vertical influencers with a NEOS to create
the same impact. We will find influencers in our
target verticals. For example, when we target
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real estate, we will find key real estate blogs and
publications. When we target restaurants, we
will find key restaurants thought leaders. Then
we will equip them with a NEOS in order to emulate Spotify’s private beta strategy.

2

SPOTIfy.COM uNIQuE vISITORS
1.5M

SEGMENTATION:

Spotify built up a buzz prior to releasing their
product to the general market. Thus their traffic
numbers prior to US launch looked like this (see
right side)

3

US laUncH

INHERENT vIRALITy:

Spotify has inherent features that made it go
viral. While NEOS does not have this, we can
build content that increases our percent chance
of going viral each month.

1.0M

A viral marketing feature of Spotify which increases the
percent chance of viral exposure by showing your friends
on Facebook what song you are listening to. NEOS can
create viral marketing content in the website that has similar
features.
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Conclusion

Sources

Conclusion
NEOS is best positioned to profit off of the vertical tablet market (although it will get sales off of the
CTIPD and consumer tablet markets as well). This is one of the fastest growing segments of the tablet market and a segment which its competitors, like Apple and Samsung, are not agile or flexible
enough to target. By relying on smart, targeted segmentation, NEOS can start to sell in bulk to vertical
markets. This can be done by promoting a strong brand, relying on influencers, SEO, social media,
and PR. If it is done correctly, NEOS can gross approximately 6.8 million dollars over 2 years as a result of this campaign.

Sources
1

Forrester Research as cited by The Guardian in http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/aug/07/tab
let-market-future-forrester-pc

2

http://www.forbes.com/sites/chuckjones/2013/07/31/apple-losing-tablet-market-share-but-still-domina
tes-north-america-usage/

3

Forrester as cited in http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/aug/07/tablet-market-future-forrester-pc

4

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/aug/07/tablet-market-future-forrester-pc

5

http://vsr.edgl.com/reseller-stories/Vertical-Market-Opportunities-for-Tablets-to-Double-by-201788132

6

http://www.zdnet.com/a-third-of-american-adults-now-own-tablet-computers-7000016867/

7

http://www.forbes.com/sites/chuckjones/2013/07/31/apple-losing-tablet-market-share-but-still-domina
tes-north-america-usage/
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